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a b s t r a c t
Owing to the incremental and diverse applications of cryptocurrencies and the continuous development of distributed system technology, blockchain has been broadly used in ﬁntech, smart homes, public health, and intelligent transportation due to its properties of decentralization, collective maintenance, and immutability. Although
the dynamism of blockchain abounds in various ﬁelds, concerns in terms of network communication interference
and privacy leakage are gradually increasing. Because of the lack of reliable attack analysis systems, fully understanding some attacks on the blockchain, such as mining, network communication, smart contract, and privacy
theft attacks, has remained challenging. Therefore, in this study, we examine the security and privacy of the
blockchain and analyze possible solutions. We systematical classify the blockchain attack techniques into three
categories, then discuss the corresponding attack and defense methods based on these categories. We focus on (1)
the attack and defense methods of mining pool attacks for blockchain security issues, such as block withholding,
51%, pool hopping, selﬁsh mining, and fork after withholding attacks, in the attack type of consensus excitation;
(2) the attack and defense methods of network communication and smart contracts for blockchain security issues,
such as distributed denial-of-service, Sybil, eclipse, and reentrancy attacks, in the attack type of middle protocol;
and (3) the attack and defense methods of privacy thefts for blockchain privacy issues, such as identity privacy
and transaction information attacks, in the attack type of application service. Finally, we discuss future research
directions for blockchain security.

1. Introduction
Recently, some essential characteristics of blockchain1 , such as decentralization, collective maintenance, and immutability, were identiﬁed and have led to its explosive growth. Blockchain has been deﬁned as the ﬁfth disruptive innovation of the computing paradigm after the mainframe, personal computer, internet, and mobile and social network [1]. Because the nodes in the blockchain follow the
same accounting transaction rules and consensus under the consensus algorithm, adopt the one-way hash algorithm, and strictly generate blocks in chronological order, blockchain has the advantages
of immutability and encryption security. Therefore, blockchain is applied to digital currency [2], smart ﬁnance [3,143], smart homes [4],
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smart medical care [5], smart human resource [142], smart transportation [6,7], and so on. International data corporation (IDC) reported that
although the blockchain market worldwide was aﬀected by COVID19 in 2020, the global spending on blockchain solutions was nearly
$4 billion US dollars. As the economy recovers, the rate of global
blockchain market spending in 2023 will usher in a strong rebound and
the global spending on blockchain solutions will reach $16 billion US
dollars [8].
Currently, the security and privacy issue related to blockchain remain at large and primal solutions have been proposed [9,10]. Presently,
there are four major security and privacy issues in the blockchain. First,
to eﬀectively solve the problem of stable revenue for miners, blockchain
helps miners cooperatively mine by creating mining pools. However, at-
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tackers launch attacks on the mining pool to improve their revenues.
For example, on May 22, 2018, hackers launched a 51% attack on
the blockchain Verge, successfully stealing nearly 35 million anonymous coins [11]. On May 16, 2018, the EquiHash mining algorithm
was adopted by Bitcoin gold (BTG)-supported graphic card mining in
the network and hackers launched a 51% attack on the blockchain
BTG by renting the computing power of the graphic card, resulting
in 12,239 illegally traded gold bits [12]. On January 5, 2019, hackers
launched a 51% attack on blockchain Ethereum classic (ETC) by renting the computing power of the graphic card, inducing a loss of $1.1
million US dollars [13]. Second, because the blockchain’s peer-to-peer
network must maintain timely communication between nodes, attackers launch network communication attacks on the blockchain, seriously
aﬀecting the network performance and considerably reduced the communication eﬃciency among miners. For example, on September 22,
2016, hackers launched a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack
on the Ethereum (ETH) blockchain, which greatly decelerated its network operation speed, resulting in two hard forks of ETH [14]. Third,
although smart contracts improve the convenience and extensibility of
blockchain applications, some loopholes still exist in the process. Targeting this vulnerability, attackers launch an smart contract attack and
steal huge revenues. For example, on June 17, 2016, hackers maneuvered the smart contract of the decentralized autonomous organization
(DAO) function to obtain illegal gains of >3 million ETH, eventually
forcing ETH to hard fork [15]. On April 23, 2018, hackers attacked an
integer overﬂow loophole in a Beauty Chain (BEC) smart contract, illegally generating 7 billion nonexistent tokens [16]. Fourth, operations
on the blockchain are decentralized, traceable, tamper proof, and autonomous, among other features. However, to ensure the accuracy of
block consensus, blockchain grants other users access to the trading information of the blockchain. Therefore, attackers steal the identity and
transaction information of other users by analyzing their key transaction
information or launch privacy theft attacks to realize other malicious
purposes. For example, on March 7, 2018, hackers performed numerous
malicious purchases of digital currencies by stealing users’ information
pertaining of Binance exchange, ultimately aﬀecting the price of digital
currencies on the network [17].
Such incessant attacks necessitate a comprehensive study on
blockchain security and privacy issues. Many recent studies on
blockchain attacks using game theory, artiﬁcial intelligence and other
technologies have emerged and multiple attack mechanisms and defense
mechanisms have been proposed. A survey [18] analyzed the risks associated with Blockchains 1.0 and 2.0. Another survey [19] analyzed
blockchain safety issues in game theory. Moreover, a survey [20] discussed the security of the blockchain architecture. However, these surveys [18–20,139] did not discuss the mining pool, network communication, smart contract, and privacy theft attacks in detail. Therefore, we propose a blockchain attack classiﬁcation system to analyze
each attack in detail and proposed possible defense mechanisms based
on the attack method. The main contributions of the study are listed
below.

transaction information privacy in the attack type of application service and their defense methods.
• Furthermore, we comprehensively investigate studies on blockchain
security and privacy issues and summarize the characteristics of various attack methods and defense methods as signiﬁcant guiding tools
for future research.
• Last but not least, we point out ﬁve promising future research directions for blockchain security and privacy, and analyze based on all
the evaluations and analysis of the state-of-arts.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic principle of blockchain and the basic knowledge
of attack and defense methods. Section 3 introduces blockchain attack classiﬁcation system to categorize theblockchain security and privacy issues. Section 4 focuses on the mining attack and defense methods of the mining pool in the attack type of consensus excitation.
Section 5 focuses on the attack and defense methods of network communication and smart contracts in the attack type of middle protocol.
Section 6 focuses on the attack and defense methods of privacy thefts
in the attack type of application service. Section 7 discusses future research directions for blockchain security. Finally, Section 8 presents the
conclusion.
2. Overview and preliminary preparation of blockchain
2.1. Overview of blockchain
The development of blockchain occurred in three stages: Blockchains
1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 [21,22].
Blockchain 1.0: The blockchain is mainly applied to digital currency. Bitcoin was proposed in 2008 by S. Nakamoto in a secret cryptography discussion group [23]. He described Bitcoin as the most typical
representative of Blockchain 1.0. Bitcoin uses the proof-of-work consensus algorithm to solve double-spending and byzantine problems in
digital currency, thereby realizing a decentralized transaction payment
function for digital currencies. Moreover, the development of Bitcoin
has led to the production of “fake” digital money, including Dogecoin
and Litecoin.
Blockchain 2.0: The digital currency, such as Bitcoin, satisﬁes only
the demand of the virtual currency, and the shortage of consumed resources is vital. Therefore, the users prefer to obtain ﬁnancial transaction functions by performing smart contracts on the blockchain, thereby
considerably expanding the application scope of the blockchain. As a
blockchain foundation development platform, ETH provides a reliable
smart contract programming environment, allowing users to write suitable and intelligent contracts based on their own needs and application
scenarios, such as equity-crowdfunding voting and security trading and
issuance.
Blockchain 3.0: With the rapid development of the blockchain, the
blockchain conﬁrms the property right of the information representing the value on the Internet. Moreover, the blockchain measures and
stores the information representing the value on the Internet; hence, the
blockchain can track and control assets while trading them. Generally,
blockchain is not limited to money, economy, and markets; it has expanded to other areas in demand, such as health, identity certiﬁcation,
logistics, and voting. Currently, the scope of blockchain application is
on the whole social level.

• We ﬁrst review the workﬂow, classiﬁcation, characteristics, and
block structures of the blockchain and introduce the basic knowledge of attack and defense methods.
• Based on the characteristics of the blockchain’s attack method, we
propose a comprehensive blockchain attack classiﬁcation system to
categorize the blockchain security and privacy issues.
• On the issue of blockchain security, we detailed analyze various attacks, including block withholding, 51%, pool hopping, selﬁsh mining, and fork after withholding (FAW) attacks, in the attack type of
consensus excitation and their defense methods. Further, we focus
on DDoS, Sybil, eclipse, reentrancy, and other smart contract attacks
in the attack type of middle protocol and their defense methods. On
the issue of blockchain privacy, we also analyze identity privacy and

2.1.1. Blockchain characteristics and block structure
A blockchain is an integrated innovation that combines computer
technologies, such as distributed data storage, networking, consensus
algorithms, and encryption algorithms [24,25,141]. It is a type of chain
data structure combined in chronological order, ensuring the stability
of distributed ledger using cryptography. The properties of a blockchain
are below.
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process may not cover all working contents of a blockchain; however, it
reﬂects the core idea of most of the working processes of a blockchain.
As shown in Fig. 2, a user initiates a transaction using their private
key and other information as a client. Then, they broadcast the transaction information to other nodes in the network. The nodes in the network
construct a candidate block by combining all received transactions using the hash value of the previous block, version number, block height,
and other information. To solve the attributions of the accounting rights
of the candidate blocks, each node must implement a consensus algorithm. For example, the proof-of-work consensus algorithm uses block
mining to compete for the accounting rights of the current block, i.e., to
determine a random number to ensure that the hash results of the candidate blocks meet speciﬁc conditions. Second, the node that wins the
accounting rights sends its veriﬁed candidate block to other nodes. The
other nodes conduct a series of veriﬁcation operations on the block,
including conﬁrming the validity of transaction status and duplicated
spending. After successful block veriﬁcation, the node adds the block to
the blockchain, which it maintains. When most nodes add the block to
the blockchain, which they maintain, the block and its internal transactions are oﬃcially introduced into the chain.

Fig. 1. Block structure.

2.1.3. Blockchain classiﬁcation
According to the participation mode of a node, the blockchain
is divided into three types, namely, public, alliance, and private
blockchains [29,30,140]. Data in a public blockchain network are entirely open and transparent. Any node in this chain can freely join or
quit the network to participate in maintaining and reading of blockchain
data. The public blockchain guarantees the security and privacy of the
blockchain data using an encryption algorithm that employs cryptography and realizes the consensus of the nodes of the entire network using
a consensus algorithm such as the proof-of-work consensus algorithm.
Therefore, it is completely decentralized. The current typical examples
of the public chain are Bitcoin by S. Nakamoto and ETH of the Ethereum
Foundation. The user can use functions such as wallet address creation,
transfer transaction, and mining only by downloading the client of the
public blockchain. The alliance blockchain is a multicenter or partially
decentralized sub-blockchain. The alliance blockchain only allows alliance nodes to participate in block access. The block consensus process
must be completed by the alliance nodes within the limited scope. Therefore, compared with the public blockchain, the alliance blockchain can
achieve better security and privacy protection by adopting a practical
byzantine fault tolerance consensus algorithm to improve the consensus
eﬃciency. Examples of the alliance blockchain mainly include Hyperledger Fabric of the Linux Foundation and Corrda of the R3 blockchain
alliance. In a private blockchain, the writing rights of the blockchain
are controlled by a single institution, while the reading rights are adjusted externally based on the actual situation. Therefore, the private
blockchain is mainly used in supply chain management, accounting audits, bill replacement, and other application scenarios. Compared with
the public and alliance blockchains, the private blockchain fully utilizes
the information protection mechanism within the organization, provides
a traceable and immutable platform, and ﬁnally prevents internal and
external attacks. A typical example of a private blockchain is the MultiChain platform launched by Coin Sciences Ltd, which mainly deploys
the private chain environment for enterprise privacy protection and permission control.
Based on the authority of nodes in the consensus process, a
blockchain is divided into permissioned and permissionless blockchains.
In a permissioned blockchain, every node participating in the blockchain
must be licensed. Because the characteristics of the alliance blockchain
require new nodes to meet certain conditions, it corresponds to the permissioned blockchain and is often applied in the payment settlement
of banks and the data sharing of a government. Similar to the alliance
blockchain, the private blockchain sets certain conditions for new nodes
to join, making the private blockchain a permissioned blockchain. A
permissionless blockchain allows nodes to participate in the blockchain

Decentralization: Compared with the centralized data management
of traditional applications, the blockchain allows multiple nodes to
charge accounting and uses the consensus algorithm to ensure consistency among the nodes. It prevents the intrusion of a data center and the
involvement of third-party credit agencies. Furthermore, it considerably
reduces resource wastage caused by the credibility of a transaction.
Tamper proof: When the transaction information is validated and
added to the blockchain, attacking a single node is worthless unless the
attacker controls >51% of the node number. Thus, the blockchain eﬀectively ensures the reliability of data.
Traceability: Blockchain inserts a transaction consensus result at the
current moment into the block when constructing a new block and associates it with the hash value of the previous block to form a blockchain
data structure. Therefore, when analyzing a certain state, we quickly
trace all relevant historical transaction information from the block time.
Autonomy: Blockchain enables all nodes in the entire network to
exchange, record, and update data in a trustworthy environment using consensus-based speciﬁcations and protocols. Therefore, it ensures
the accuracy and authenticity of every transaction recorded on the
blockchain without human intervention.
Because a block structure is used for data representation, it is instrumental in the blockchain architecture. The relevant concepts are listed
below.
• Block structure [26]: As shown in Fig. 1, each block has two parts:
a blockhead and a block body. The blockhead contains the version
number, the hash value of the previous block, timestamp, and block
height. The block body records the transaction data for the block.
• Hash algorithm [27]: It is a cryptographic algorithm that converts
the original information of any length into a ﬁxed-length hash value.
It produces the same hash value when the original information is
the same. Because the attacker cannot determine the correspondence
between the original information and the hash value, obtaining the
original information based on the hash value becomes diﬃcult.
• Merkle tree [28]: The Merkle tree generates a digital ﬁngerprint of
the transaction set to detect and position transactions rapidly. It considers the hash value of each transaction as a leaf node and recursively rehashes two adjacent hash values until only one hash value
remains, i.e., the root of the Merkle tree.
2.1.2. Workﬂow of blockchain
The development of blockchain technology and its use in Bitcoin has
increased its applications in various ﬁelds. For an in-depth understanding, we introduce the general workﬂow of a blockchain. Note that this
3
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Fig. 2. Workﬂow of a blockchain.

without a license. The public blockchain allows the nodes in a network
to freely participate in blockchain data reading/writing processes, transaction execution, and block consensus. Therefore, it is a permissionless
blockchain.

to ensure the security and privacy of data sharing [33,34]. The basic
concepts are described below.
• Key: Each symmetric encryption algorithm includes encryption and
decryption keys. An asymmetric encryption algorithm includes public and private keys.
• Plaintext: These data directly represent the true meaning.
• Ciphertext: These data are encrypted to hide the true meaning.
• Encryption: Encryption involves the use of an encryption key and an
encryption algorithm to convert the plaintext into the ciphertext.
• Decryption: Decryption involves the use of a decryption key and an
encryption algorithm to convert the ciphertext into the plaintext.

2.2. Preliminary preparation
2.2.1. Basics of game theory
In game theory, the rational strategies of players in the game and
the equilibrium results of those strategies are studied. Each player must
change their confrontation strategy according to those of other players
to win [31,32]. Thus, game theory analyzes the attack strategy of an
attacker against the blockchain. The basic concepts are described below.

Currently, the major encryption algorithms in blockchain technology include symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms. In a
symmetric encryption algorithm, communication from both parties
(sender/receiver) uses the same key to encrypt and decrypt large
amounts of data and is transmitted over the network. Some algorithms
in this category include advanced encryption standards and data encryption standards. However, because encryption algorithms use the same
private key, for algorithm security, the encryption algorithms themselves and the security of key management must be considered. In an
asymmetric encryption algorithm, the sender ﬁrst uses a public key to
encrypt the data. Then, the receiver decrypts the ciphertext using the
corresponding private key. Some algorithms in this category include elliptic curve cryptography and the digital signature algorithm. Although
asymmetric encryption algorithms eﬀectively prevent users from exchanging keys using the public-private key encryption method, the algorithm implementation process is more complex, making their encryption and decryption speeds incomparable with symmetric encryption
algorithms.

• Player: A player selects a strategy in the game and obtains revenue.
In the blockchain, a player can be the mining pool, miner, or attacker.
• Strategy: A player uses a complete action plan to achieve their expectations. In the blockchain, a strategy can be the allocation of the
computing power of the mining pool and the choice of the attack
method.
• Revenue: This refers to the gains and losses of each player when a
round is over. In the blockchain, revenue can be the mining revenue.
• Information: A player knowes the strategy of all players before selecting a strategy.
Suppose there are N mining pools in a blockchain, and each mining
pool acts as a player in the game. Further, each mining pool selects an attack strategy 𝑠𝑖 from its strategy space 𝑆𝑖 to improve its revenue. After all
the mining pools have determined their respective strategies, we obtain
the strategy combination of the game 𝑠 = (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , 𝑠3 , … 𝑠𝑁 ) and use the
revenue of each mining pool as the result of the game. Each mining pool
must select the optimal strategy that maximizes its revenue 𝑒𝑖 (𝑠), 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁.
If there is a set of strategy combinations 𝑠′ = (𝑠′1 , 𝑠′2 , 𝑠′3 , … 𝑠′𝑁 ), the strategy adopted by one player is the optimal strategy adopted by all other
players under the strategy combinations. In other words, when other
mining pools do not change their strategies, no mining pool changes
their strategies, resulting in a Nash equilibrium combination strategy.

2.2.3. Basics of reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning involves maximizing revenue or solving speciﬁc goals by constantly learning optimal strategies to interact with an
environment. Therefore, an attacker uses reinforcement learning to optimize the attack strategy against the blockchain [35,36]. The basic concepts are described below.
•
•
•
•

2.2.2. Basics of cryptography
Cryptography involves encoding data to ensure communication secrecy and decoding data to decipher and obtain the information.
Blockchain can use symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms
4
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In terms of attack conditions, a block withholding attack only requires
the attacker to reasonably allocate the attack computing power. For attack protection, because the miner who launches block withholding attack always submits the partial proof of work, the pool manager only
discovers that it has encountered a block withholding attack but cannot identify the malicious miners in the mining pool. Because the block
withholding attack cannot provide any eﬀective help to the attacked
mining pool, it even helps the attacker get part of the revenue in the
attacked mining pool. Therefore, this attack can cause serious harm to
the mining process. Many studies have discussed some block withholding attack methods, including a block withholding attack in dual mining
pools, block withholding attack among multiple mining pools, and hybrid block withholding attacks, as shown in Table 1.
Summary of block withholding attack methods
As shown in Fig. 6, a block withholding attack in dual mining pools
refers to two mining pools launching a block withholding attack on each
other. Because the mining pool distributes revenue based on the proof of
work of each miner, the mining pool increases its revenue by launching
block withholding attacks on the other mining pool. However, the block
withholding attack in dual mining pools can easily lead to the mining
dilemma. In other words, both pools cannot achieve better revenues.
Many studies have focused on simultaneously improving the revenue in
two pools [38–43]. We divide the relevant research into two aspects:
model building and zero determinant (ZD) strategy.
In terms of model building, a study [38] considered that the network
could perform a reward and punishment mechanism for the attack behavior of mining pools. In other words, the mining pool that did not
launch block withholding attacks was rewarded 𝑎. However, the mining pool that launched block withholding attacks was punished via revenue deduction 𝑘𝑎. Therefore, the study [38] established the revenue
matrix of two mining pools (formula 1) and analyzed the Nash equilibrium of pure (the mining pool only selects a speciﬁc strategy) and mixed
(the mining pool randomly selects a strategy with a certain probability)
strategies.

Fig. 3. Basic structure of reinforcement learning.

• Revenue: Revenue involves feedback from the environment corresponding to the actions of the agent.
• Strategy: This refers to a function of the agent for calculating the
next action based on the state.
• Transition probability: The probability that the agent will proceed
to the next state after performing the action refers to a transition
probability.
As shown in Fig. 3, the agent obtains its current state 𝐹𝑡 and revenue information 𝑅𝑡 from the environment at time 𝑡 and determines the
action 𝑀𝑡 to be performed at time 𝑡 + 1 using a strategy. The environment calculates the revenue information 𝑅𝑡+1 of the agent according to
the action 𝑀𝑡 and drives the agent to obtain a new state 𝐹𝑡+1 using the
transition probability. Therefore, in the subsequent process, the agent
adjusts its strategy based on the revenue information to determine the
optimal strategy that achieves the largest long-term revenue.
3. Blockchain attack classiﬁcation system

𝑃1 =

As shown in Fig. 4, we category the blockchain security and privacy
issues into three types: the attack of consensus excitation, the middle
protocol, and the application service. On the issue of blockchain security, the consensus excitation attack refers to the attacker obtain additional revenue by interfering with the block consensus result of the
blockchain. And the middle protocol attack refers to the behavior of attackers launching attacks on node communication and smart contracts.
On the issue of blockchain privacy, the application service attack refers
to the behavior of an attacker targeting user privacy in an application
scenario. In this structure, we divide blockchain attack and blockchain
defense methods into the attack and defense methods of the mining pool,
those of network communication and smart contracts, and those of privacy thefts. In the consensus excitation attack, the attack methods of
the mining pool include block withholding, 51%, pool hopping, selﬁsh
mining, and FAW attacks. In the attack of middle protocol, the attack
methods of network communication include DDoS, eclipse, and Sybil attacks. The attack methods of smart contracts include reentrancy attacks.
In the application service attack, privacy theft attacks include identity
privacy and transaction information attacks. The defense methods include the Mixcoin protocol, zero-knowledge proof, and ring signature.

𝐶
𝐴

(

𝑃 2 =𝐶
𝑝1 , 𝑝2
𝑝1 − 𝑘𝑎 + 𝑑, 𝑝2 + 𝑎 − 𝑑

𝐴
)
𝑝1 + 𝑎 − 𝑑, 𝑝2 − 𝑘𝑎 + 𝑑
,
𝑝1 − 𝑘𝑎 − 𝑑 ′ , 𝑝2 − 𝑘𝑎+𝑑 ′

(1)

where 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 represent two mining pools during block mining, 𝐴 represents a mining pool use the total computing power to launch the block
withholding attack, 𝐶 represents a mining pool use the total computing
power used to launch honest mining, 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 represent the revenue
gained by mining pools 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 , respectively, without implementing the punishment and reward mechanism, 𝑎 represents the reward
gained by a mining pool that does not launch an attack on the other
mining pool, 𝑘 represents the penalty factor of the reward and punishment mechanism, 𝑑 represents the gain achieved by the attacking mining pool and lost by the attacked mining pool when the former launches
an attack and the latter is honestly mining, and 𝑑 ′ represents the revenue
gained by mining pool 𝑃2 and lost by mining pool 𝑃1 when the mining
pools opt to attack each other and the revenue obtained by mining pool
𝑃2 is greater than that obtained by mining pool 𝑃1 . Based on these conditions, considering the permeability of the mining pool (the proportion
of malicious miners assigned by the attacking mining pool against the
target mining pool) and the betrayal rate (the proportion of malicious
miners helping the attacked mining pool to identify the complete proof
of work), the study [38] established a revenue model for each mining
pool to analyze the Nash equilibrium and conditions under the permeability assumption. A study [39] assumed that two mining pools freely
opted to cooperate or launch block withholding attacks. Moreover, considering that the mining pool consumes resources, such as water and
electricity when performing the proof of work, the cost of both honest
mining and attack was considered between the mining pools based on
the computing power to obtain the revenue matrix of two mining pools
(formula 2). Given the above revenue matrix, the study [39] analyzed

4. Mining attack and defense methods of mining pool
4.1. Block withholding attack and defense methods
4.1.1. Block withholding attack methods
As shown in Fig. 5, M. Rosenfeld ﬁrst proposed the block withholding attack [37] and stated that an attacker always sends the partial proof
of work to the pool manager and discards the complete proof of work.
5
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Fig. 4. Blockchain attack classiﬁcation system.

the Nash equilibrium under the pure and mixed strategies.
𝑃2 =

𝑃1 =

𝐶
( )
⎛ 𝑓 (𝑎 1 + 𝑎 2 ) 𝑎1 − 𝐶ℎ 𝑎 1 ,
𝑎1 +𝑎2
( )
⎜
𝑎2
𝐶 ⎜ 𝑓 (𝑎 1 + 𝑎 2 ) 𝑎1 +𝑎2 − 𝐶ℎ 𝑎 2
(
)
𝑎
𝑓 (𝑎2 ) 𝑎 +2𝑎 − 𝐶𝑝 𝑎1 ,
𝐴 ⎜⎜
1
2
(
)
𝑎
⎜
𝑓 (𝑎2 ) 𝑎 +2𝑎 − 𝐶ℎ 𝑎2
⎝
1
2

𝐴
( )
− 𝐶ℎ 𝑎1 ,
( )
− 𝐶𝑝 𝑎2
( )
−𝐶𝑝 𝑎1 ,
( )
−𝐶𝑝 𝑎2

𝑎1
1 +𝑎2
𝑎
𝑓 (𝑎1 ) 𝑎 +1𝑎
1
2

𝑓 (𝑎1 ) 𝑎

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2)

where 𝐶𝑝 represents the cost per unit of computing power for a block
withholding attack, 𝐶ℎ represents the cost per unit of computing power
for honest mining, 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 represent the computing power of mining
pools 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 , respectively, and 𝑓 () represents the total revenue of a
mining pool under the current computing power. In another study [40],
only 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 were assumed to exist in the network; the eﬀective total
computing power of the two mining pools were 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 , respectively.
𝑃1 assigned computing power 𝑦1,2 for joining 𝑃2 to launch a block withholding attack and used the rest of the computing power 𝑐1 − 𝑦1,2 for
honest mining. However, 𝑃2 could not launch a block withholding attack
on 𝑃1 ; it only performed honest mining. Considering these assumptions,
a study [40] proposed an optimization model (formula (3)) to obtain
the optimal computing power and execution conditions for the block
withholding attack assigned by 𝑃1 against 𝑃2 .

Fig. 5. Schematic of a block withholding attack.

(
)
⎧
𝑐22 𝑞2
⎪max 1 −
(𝑐2 +𝑦1,2 (1−𝑞1 ))((𝑐−𝑦1,2 )𝑞1 +𝑐2 𝑞2 )
,
⎨
⎪s . t .
0 ≤ 𝑦1,2 ≤ 𝑐1
⎩

(3)

where 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 represent the probability that 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 , respectively,
determine the complete proof of work. Considering that two mining
pools can have an unlimited number of game processes, a study [41] introduced a repeated prisoner’s dilemma model in the modeling process.
In this model, each player could punish the noncooperative behavior of
the other player in the previous round to determine a strategy that can
achieve the Nash equilibrium.
As an emerging method in game theory, the ZD strategy optimizes
the prisoner’s dilemma model by solving the low-system revenue problem and forces a linear relationship between the opponent and its own,
irrespective of the strategy adopted by the opponent. Therefore, some
studies have adopted the ZD strategy for studying block withholding

Fig. 6. Diagram of a block withholding attack in dual mining pools.
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Table 1
Summary of block withholding attack methods.
Reference

Mechanism

Type

Solution

Purpose

Application

[38,39]

Complete information game

Game theory

Revenue optimization model of attack
mining pool methods

Optimization theory

[41]

Iterative prisoner’s dilemma game

Game theory

Valuation strategy

Achieve Nash
equilibrium
Maximize revenue of
attacking the mining
pool
Achieve Nash
equilibrium

Block withholding attack
in dual mining pools

[40]

Pure strategy and mixed
strategy
Formula derivation

[42]
[43]

Complete game information

[44]

Stochastic game

Reinforcement learning

Tile coding method

[45]
[46]

Evolutionary game
Iterative prisoner’s dilemma game

Game theory
Reinforcement learning

[47]

Sponsored block withholding attack
model

Optimization theory

Replicator dynamics
Policy gradient
algorithm
Formula derivation

[48]

Revenue optimization model of attack
mining pool

ZD strategy

Improved artiﬁcial
Pareto-based bee colony
algorithm
Formula derivation

[49]
[50]

Self-sustaining attack model

[51]
[52]

New block withholding attack model
Intermittent block withholding attack
model
Uncle-block attack model
Revenue optimization model of attack
mining pool methods

[53]
[54]

Maximize the revenue of
attacking the mining
pool
Analyze the impact of
miner migration on
computing power

Markov chain

Block withholding attack
among multiple mining
pools

Achieve Nash
equilibrium
Maximize revenue of
attacking the mining
pool

Achieve Nash
equilibrium
Maximize revenue of
attacking the mining
pool

Hybrid block
withholding attacks

Formula derivation

Reinforcement learning

Markov chain

attacks [42,43]. For example, a study [42] adopted the ZD strategy to
optimize the selection of the strategy of the mining pools. Moreover, a
condition was considered that the honest mining pool must satisfy when
launching the ZD strategy (as shown in formula (4)) based on the revenue matrix of the attacking and honest mining pools. Therefore, the
honest mining pool controls the revenue of the attacking mining pool
through the ZD strategy and the revenue of two mining pools that reach
the Nash equilibrium is eﬀectively improved.
𝑙𝑚 = 𝛼𝑈 𝐿 + 𝛽𝑈 𝑆 − 𝛾,

(4)

where 𝑙𝑚 represents the probability that the honest mining pool adopts
the mixed strategy, 𝑈 𝐿 and 𝑈 𝑆 represent the steady-state expected revenues of the honest and attacking mining pool, respectively, and 𝛼, 𝛽,
and 𝛾 represent relevant real number parameters. A study [43] considered a situation that two mining pools simultaneously used the ZD
strategy and established a model for maximizing the overall revenue of
the network (formula 5).
max

E𝑎𝑙𝑙 = E1 (𝑝, 𝑞) + E2 (𝑝, 𝑞), ∀𝑞,

Fig. 7. Diagram of a block withholding attack among multiple mining pools.

tion goals. In other words, a miner cannot assess whether a mining pool
has encountered an attack when randomly migrating to another mining
pool. From the perspective of the mining pool revenue, a study [44] formulated equations for attracting the mining pools to miners and the
probability of miner migration to establish an optimization model (6).
Based on the real computing power of Bitcoin, the paper selected the
tile coding method in reinforcement learning to analyze the inﬂuence
of miner migration on the computing power of the mining pools.

(5)

where E𝑎𝑙𝑙 represents the overall revenue of the network, E1 (𝑝, 𝑞) and
E2 (𝑝, 𝑞) represent the revenues of mining pools 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 , respectively,
and 𝑝 and 𝑞 represent the selection probability of attack and cooperation
when mining pools 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 , respectively, adopt the ZD strategy.
Block withholding attack among multiple mining pools
As shown in Fig. 7, in a block withholding attack among multiple
mining pools, multiple mining pools launch block withholding attacks
on other mining pools. As the numbers of mining pools and miners increase, directly employing the dual mining pool methods for optimizing
block withholding attacks becomes diﬃcult. Some scholars have studied
this phenomenon from the perspective of miners and mining pools [44–
49].
From the miners’ perspective, a study [44] considered that miners
dynamically migrate among multiple mining pools with random migra-

𝜒𝑖𝑡

𝛿𝑖𝑡 −

=

𝑛
∑
𝛿𝑎𝑡

𝑗=1
𝑛
∑

𝛿𝑇 −

𝑖=1

𝑖,𝑗

𝛿𝑎𝑡 𝑖

+

⎛
𝑛 ⎜
∑
𝑡
⎜𝜒𝑗 ×
𝑗=1 ⎜
⎝

𝛿𝑎𝑡
𝛿𝑗𝑡 +

𝑖,𝑗

𝑛
∑
𝛿𝑎𝑡

𝑘=1

𝑘,𝑗

⎞
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎠

(6)

𝜒𝑖𝑡

where
represents the revenue of mining pool i in game round t, 𝛿𝑖𝑡
represents the computing power of i for honest mining in game round t,
𝛿𝑇 represents the total computing power of the network, 𝛿𝑎𝑡 represents
𝑖,𝑗

the computing power assigned to mining pool j by i in game round t,
𝛿𝑎𝑡 represents the sum of the computing power of i for honest mining
𝑖
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Fig. 8. Network structure diagram of the policy gradient algorithm.

in game round t and the computing power assigned by other mining
pools, 𝜒𝑗𝑡 represents the revenue of j in game round t, 𝛿𝑎𝑡 represents the
𝑘,𝑗

computing power assigned to j by mining pool k in game round t, and
n represents the number of mining pools. To study the impact of malicious attackers on dynamic changes in the mining pools and the feasibility of autonomous migration among miners, a study [45] established
a revenue model (7) that allowed multiple mining pools to launch block
withholding attacks based on information such as the network propagation delay and attacker’s penetration rate. For the model (7), the corresponding study adopted the replicator dynamics of evolutionary game
theory from the mining pool perspective to obtain an evolutionary stability strategy and conditions for analyzing the change in the number of
miners in the mining pool.
𝐸𝑖 = 𝜈 ×

∑
ℎ𝑖 (𝜃𝑖 − 𝑘≠𝑖 𝜃𝑖,𝑘 )
𝑒−𝜏(𝑠)∕𝑇
∑𝑁
∑
𝑗=1 ℎ𝑗 (𝜃𝑗 − 𝑘≠𝑖 𝜃𝑗,𝑘 )

− 𝜆ℎ𝑖 ,

Fig. 9. Self-maintaining attack strategy.

preserve higher-yielding food sources. In terms of the onlooker operation, the algorithm performs crowding, crossover, mutation, and Pareto
operations for the food source to ensure the diversity of food sources.
Finally, to avoid falling into the optimal local solution in the scout bee
operation, the algorithm updates the food source that cannot produce
oﬀspring on time. Considering a situation where multiple mining pools
attack each other based on computing power allocation, a revenue optimization objective of mining pools was established (formula (8)) and
the ﬁxed computing power allocation algorithm and optimal computing
power allocation algorithm were adopted to analyze the revenue change
in the mining pools [49].

(7)

where 𝐸𝑖 represents the revenue of i, 𝜈 represents the reward for miners who submit the complete proof of work through honest mining, ℎ𝑖
represents the hash rate of each miner in i, 𝜃𝑖 represents the number of
miners in i, 𝜃𝑖,𝑘 represents the permeability of i with respect to k, 𝑁 represents the number of mining pools in the network, 𝜏(𝑠) represents the
latency of network propagation, 𝑇 represents the average mining time,
and 𝜆 represents the cost consumed by the hash rate of each miner.
From the mining pool perspective, another study [46] considered
the behavior of multiple mining pools attacking each other as an iterative prisoner’s dilemma model. In that study, the policy gradient algorithm in reinforcement learning was adopted for the timely adjustment of the mining strategy in the mining pool. In Fig. 8, the mining
pool optimizes the penetration rate of the block withholding attack.
First, it uses the policy network to obtain the probability distribution
of the behavior using forward propagation. Then, it selects a behavior
𝑀𝑡 , namely, the next step of its mining pool penetration rate. Finally, it
obtains the mining pool revenue 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑡 and the new state 𝐹𝑡+1 based
on 𝐹𝑡 and 𝑀𝑡 . Furthermore, the policy gradient algorithm adjusts the
relevant parameters in a network using backpropagation. This will ensure that the behavior of a mining pool with more revenue has a greater
selection probability in subsequent processes than a mining pool with
less revenue. This is geared toward eﬃciently and accurately selecting
the optimal strategy. Therefore, this algorithm maximizes the revenue
for each unit computing power in the mining pool and achieves mutual
revenue, gaining a win-win status. Consider a case where the attacking mining pool conspires with other mining pools to attack a target
mining pool. In an earlier study [47], a sponsored block withholding
attack strategy was proposed for reducing the chance of the target mining pool successfully mining the block. The attacking mining pool hires
a certain proportion of computing power from other mining pools to
launch the block withholding attack on the target mining pool. Therefore, the attacking mining pool achieves the maximum revenue in the
multiple mining pool environment. Considering a scenario where miners can opt to attack mining pools to join and launch honest mining
or attack other pools, an improved artiﬁcial Pareto-based bee colony
algorithm was proposed [48]. This algorithm obtains the composition
scheme of each attacking mining pool and the working scheme of each
miner under a block withholding attack to guarantee the group revenue of the mining pool. First, the algorithm randomly generates two
arrays for each food source as the working scheme of each miner. Then,
in terms of bee employment, the algorithm launches crossover, mutation, and Pareto operations based on the generated group revenue to

⎛
⎜ 𝛼
max ⎜ 𝑁 𝑖𝑖
⎜ ∑ 𝑥𝑖 𝛼𝑖𝑖
⎝ 𝑖=1

𝛼
∑𝑖𝑖
𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝑗𝑖 𝛼𝑗𝑖
𝑗≠𝑖

− 𝐶𝑤 𝛼𝑖𝑖 +

∑
𝑗≠𝑖

s.t .
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𝛼𝑗𝑗

𝑁
∑
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𝑥𝑖 𝛼𝑖𝑖

𝛼𝑖𝑗
∑
𝛼𝑗𝑗 + 𝛽𝑖𝑗 𝛼𝑖𝑗
𝑖≠𝑗

0 ≤ 𝛼𝑖𝑖 ≤ 1
0 ≤ 𝛼𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1, ∀𝑗
∑
𝛼𝑖𝑖 + 𝛼𝑖𝑗 = 1,

⎞
⎟
− 𝐶𝑝 𝛼𝑖𝑗 )⎟
⎟
⎠

(8)

𝑗≠𝑖

where 𝛼𝑖𝑖 represents the proportion of the computing power of i required
for honest mining, 𝑁 represents the number of mining pools, 𝛼𝑗𝑖 represents the computing power of the block withholding attack launched by
j on i, 𝐶𝑤 represents the cost required for honest mining by the mining
pool, 𝐶𝑝 represents the cost required for launching the block withholding attack by the mining pool, 𝑥𝑖 represents the computing power of i,
and 𝛽𝑖𝑗 represents a parameter such that 𝛽𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 ∕𝑥𝑗 .
Hybrid block withholding attack
In the mining process of a mining pool, the attacking mode is not
limited to the block withholding attack alone; it also includes selﬁsh
mining, pool hopping, FAW, and 51% attacks. Some studies have focused on a combination of block withholding, selﬁsh mining, 51%, and
other attacks to improve the attack methods and the revenue of the mining pool.
A self-sustaining attack strategy based on selﬁsh mining (refer to
Section 4.4) and block withholding attacks was proposed [50]. Fig. 9
shows honest mining B and attacking mining pool A, respectively, in
the network. By attacking mining pool A, a selﬁsh mining attack on the
honest mining pool B is launched and a portion of its computing power
is assigned to the honest mining pool B to launch a block withholding
attack to gain additional revenue. Based on classic selﬁsh mining, when
honest mining pool B successfully delivers a block, the attacking mining
pool A gains a portion of its revenue by launching the block withholding attack. Considering that the attack computing power involves simply discarding the block without selﬁsh mining, a study [51] proposed
a block withholding attack combined with selﬁsh mining. Because the
pool manager cannot eﬀectively distinguish honest miners from the min8
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been reported. Table 2 shows a division of the defense methods of block
withholding attacks into three aspects: the revenue adjustment distribution, mining protocol adjustment, and credit mechanism establishment
methods.
Revenue adjustment distribution method
The block withholding attack mainly attack the mining protocol of
the mining pool so that the attacking computing power obtains a portion of the revenue of the attacked mining pool when the attacked mining pool distributes revenue. This process reduces the revenue of the
attacked mining pool. Some studies have been devoted to the revenue
distribution scheme of the mining pool [55–58]. Designing a new revenue distribution scheme reduces the revenue of malicious miners in the
mining pool and hampers further block withholding attacks from attackers. For example, in a study [55], a new revenue distribution scheme
was proposed by analyzing both the current mainstream proportional
revenue distribution and shared revenue distribution schemes. A proportional revenue distribution scheme distributes revenue by calculating the proportion between the amount of the proof of work of each
miner and the total amount of the proof of work. Similarly, a shared
revenue distribution scheme distributes revenue using the principle of
the shareholding system. In the proposed scheme [55], if the amount of
the proof of work submitted by all miners exceeds the threshold value,
the pool manager calculates its revenue using the proportional revenue
distribution scheme; otherwise, the pool manager performs revenue distribution using the shared revenue distribution scheme. After completing the revenue distribution of all miners, the pool manager distributes
the remaining revenue to the miner who submits the complete proof of
work. Assuming an attacker can damage the revenue of honest miners
in a mining pool via a block withholding attack, a special revenue to
reward the miner who submits the complete proof of work was introduced [56]. Here, the pool manager ﬁrst allocates a ﬁxed proportion of
revenue to miners who submits the complete proof of work and then distributes the remaining revenue to all miners based on the amount of the
proof of work to ensure the revenue of honest miners in the mining pool.
Combining the block revenue distribution scheme with the supervision
mechanism, a study [57] proposed a miner’s revenue model. Based on
formula (9), the pool manager receives both the proof of work submitted by the miners and supervises the miners with a certain frequency 𝜔.
If the pool manager identiﬁes a miner who does not mine honestly, the
pool manager deducts an amount 𝐾 from its revenue. Further, the corresponding study analyzed the inﬂuence of diﬀerent supervision methods
and supervision intensity on the strategies of miners to propose corresponding suggestions and countermeasures for supervision measures.

Fig. 10. Intermittent block withholding attack strategy.

ers who launch the block withholding attack, the latter selﬁshly mines
a block reserved for obtaining revenue.
The launch of the block withholding attack aﬀects the eﬀective computing power of the entire network; hence, the network must adjust the
diﬃculty value of block mining, that is, the requirement for miners to
ﬁnd the complete proof of work, to maintain the consensus eﬃciency of
block mining according to the change in the eﬀective computing power
of the entire network. Considering the above situation, an intermittent
block withholding attack strategy was proposed [52]. In this strategy,
when the diﬃculty value of the entire network is high, the attacker
uses the computing power to launch the block withholding attack. Conversely, when the diﬃculty value is low, the attacker transforms the
block withholding attack into honest mining. As shown in Fig. 10, when
the eﬀective computing power of the entire network in round t is 𝑛
hash/s, the attacker opts to launch a block withholding attack in round
k + 1 to gain more revenue, causing the eﬀective computing power of
the entire network to be 𝑛 − 𝜏𝛼 hash/s (where 𝜏𝛼 represents the eﬀective
computing power used by the attacker to launch a block withholding attack). Therefore, the network must reduce the diﬃculty value of block
mining to ensure block veriﬁcation eﬃciency. Considering the above
situation, the attacker opts to perform honest mining in round k + 2
to gain revenue. Hence, the eﬀective computing power of the entire
network changes to 𝑛 hash/s, thereby increasing the diﬃculty value of
block mining in the network. Therefore, the attacker must relaunch a
block withholding attack in round k + 3.
In ETH, an uncle block refers to a block that is submitted but not
selected as a primary block. An uncle block is provided a portion of the
reward to increase fairness among miners. Considering this situation, an
uncle-block attack strategy was proposed [53]. Compared with a block
withholding attack strategy, the uncle-block attack strategy requires the
attacker to submit all reserved blocks when other miners submit blocks,
thus helping the attacker obtain multiple block rewards. Because the
attack launched by the attacker heavily depends on the network deployment, once the network deployment changes dynamically, the revenue of the attacker decreases considerably. A study [54] proposed a
mixed block withholding attack strategy. This strategy dynamically adjusts the attack behavior based on the environment. In other words, an
attacker uses the Markov decision process based on reinforcement learning to realize a strategic switch between block withholding, FAW (refer
to Section 4.5), and power adjusting withholding (PAW) attacks (refer
to Section 4.5) to determine the optimal attack strategy according to the
current network.

𝑀1 =

⎛
𝑀𝐶 ⎜
𝑀𝐴 ⎜⎜
⎝

𝑀2 = 𝑀𝐶
𝜈
2
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4
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− 𝐶1
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𝜈
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− 𝐶1 ,
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𝜈
4
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− 𝐶1 − 𝐶3 ,
− 𝜔𝐾 − 𝐶2
−𝐾 − 𝐶2 , −𝐾 − 𝐶2

⎞
⎟
⎟,
⎟
⎠
(9)

where 𝑀𝐶 represents honest mining, 𝑀𝐴 represents a block withholding attack, 𝑀1 and 𝑀2 represent miners 1 and 2, respectively, 𝜈 represents the total revenue of the mining pool, 𝐶1 represents the cost required for honest mining, 𝐶2 represents the cost required for a block
withholding attack, 𝐶3 represents the additional cost required by an
honest miner when a miner in launches a block withholding attack in
the mining pool. Considering the block withholding attack strategy of
delaying block submission to the pool manager, a study [58] proposed
a payment method of the Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy system, which dynamically allocates revenues based on the fuzzy delay time of miners in
the mining pool. A longer time required by an attacker for block submission signiﬁes a lesser revenue for the attacker, thus ensuring eﬀective
resistance to a block withholding attack.
Mining protocol adjustment method
Because malicious miners only assign the partial proof of work to
the pool manager and deliberately discard the complete proof of work

4.1.2. Defense methods
In a block withholding attack, the mining protocol of the mining pool
is mainly attacked, which is destructive to any open mining pool. The
revenue of honest miners in the mining pool is damaged, and the enthusiasm of miners to participate in block mining is decreased. Then, such
an attack induces severe security threats to the blockchain. Therefore,
many studies on the defense methods of block withholding attacks have
9
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Table 2
Summary of defense methods of a block withholding attack.
Reference

Mechanism

Type

Solution

Purpose

[55]

Income distribution model

Optimization theory

Formula Derivation

Minimize the revenue of
malicious miners

[56]
[57]
[58]
[59]

Revenue distribution model
Evolutionary game
Revenue distribution model
Mining agreement adjustment

Game theory
Fuzzy control theory
Cryptography theory

[37]
[60]
[61]

Zero-block addition model

Optimization theory

Evolutionarily stable strategy
Fuzzy logic control
Hash function encryption and
commitment protocol encryption
Hash function encryption
Public and private key encryption
Formula derivation

[62]
[63] [64] [65]

Miner credit mechanism
Credit value model

Statistical theory
Optimization theory

Interval estimation
Formula derivation

for block withholding attacks, some studies have focused on the mining protocol for defending the mining pool [37,59–61]. Such a mining
protocol hinders miners from recognizing both the partial proof of work
and complete proof of work, thus reducing block withholding attacks.
To reduce the discarding of the complete proof of work by miners, a
study [59] improved the existing mining protocol and proposed two
schemes based on the hash function and encryption promise protocol.
Here, miners were prevented from distinguishing the partial proof of
work from the complete proof of work. The scheme based on the hash
function requires the pool manager to combine random string information 𝑠 and the diﬀerence value 𝑟 between the diﬃculty values 𝑧′ and
𝑧 of proofs of partial work and complete work, respectively, and calculate 𝑝 using the hash function. Then, the pool manager broadcasts 𝑝
and 𝑧′ to the miners in the mining pool to ensure that the miners cannot directly obtain the diﬃculty requirements of the complete proof of
work. However, based on the proof of work reported by the miners, the
pool manager calculates the hash value to determine the complete proof
of work. Moreover, the encryption promise protocol replaces the hash
function with the promise protocol. Another study [37] proposed a defense method of the oblivious share, where the pool manager obtains
the ﬁeld Extrahash from the randomly selected string Secertseed using
the hash function and sends it to the miner along with the block mining
task. The miner only submits the proof of work by assessing whether the
hash value of the block is less than 2256 ∕232 . Therefore, malicious miners cannot directly launch block withholding attacks. The pool manager
determines whether the block meets the diﬃculty requirements of the
network setting by combining the proof of work and Secertseed information.
By combining the public-private key with the mining protocol, a
study [60] proposed an improved mining protocol. In this protocol, the
mining pool manager generates a public-private key and sends the public key information along with the block mining task to the miners. The
miners with the public key information only determine whether the hash
value of the block meets the diﬃculty requirement 𝐷𝑚 of the mining
pool manager. Therefore, the miners cannot discard the complete proof
of work. The pool manager recalculates the hash value of the block by
combining the proof of work and private key information. If the hash
value equals the diﬃculty value 𝐷𝑜𝑝 , the pool manager broadcasts the
block to the network. Another study [61] proposed a zero-block mining
protocol. In this protocol, the miner estimates the block mining time and
delay time for block propagation using the eﬀective computing power
and diﬃculty requirement information of the entire network to calculate
the time interval 𝑚𝑎𝑡 (formula (10)). If a miner cannot receive and mine
a block within the time interval 𝑚𝑎𝑡, a zero block containing the index
of 𝑚𝑎𝑡 and the hash value of the previous block is generated, which is
added to the blockchain. Because a malicious miner who launches the
block withholding attack cannot add zero blocks within the time interval
𝑚𝑎𝑡, the reserved block does not meet the requirements of the complete
proof of work; thus, the attacker fails to launch the block withholding

Avoid block withholding
attack

Minimize the revenue of
malicious miners

attack.
𝑚𝑎𝑡 =

𝐷×232
𝑛𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑝

+ 𝑖𝑝𝑡,

(10)

where 𝐷 represents the diﬃculty requirements of the network, 𝑛𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑝
represents the eﬀective computing power of the network, and 𝑖𝑝𝑡 represents the delay time for block propagation in the network.
Credit mechanism establishment method
In this method, a miner who launches a block withholding attack
sends only the partial proof of work. Moreover, the credit mechanism
comprehensively evaluates the behavior of the target object and provides an accurate credit value. Therefore, studies have combined credit
mechanisms and the existing mining agreement to evaluate the proof of
work submitted by miners for the timely elimination of malicious miners [62–65]. To eliminate malicious miners on time, a study [62] proposed a credit mechanism based on the interval estimation and credit
ﬂuctuation. The pool manager calculates the performance satisfaction
value and credit ﬂuctuation value of the miners based on their proof
of work and obtains their credit intervals using the interval estimation
method. Assume that the performance satisfaction variance of the miner
is in the rejection range of the credit interval or the credit ﬂuctuation
value of the miner exceeds the threshold value; then, the pool manager eliminates the miner. Furthermore, another study [63] proposed a
credit value model (formula (11)) based on the proof of work to comprehensively evaluate the behavior of miners. This model combined the
computing power and credit information of the miners to set the mining
cost (formula (12)). The miners participated in the revenue distribution
of the mining pool only when their credit values were used to pay the
corresponding mining cost.
1

𝜀𝑙 =

𝑛𝑝𝑃 𝑜𝑊 𝑠𝑙 𝜗
𝑌𝑙

+ 𝜑 × 𝑛𝑓 𝑃 𝑜𝑊 𝑠𝑙 ,

(11)

where 𝜀𝑙 represents the credit value of miner l, 𝑌𝑙 represents the computing power of miner l, 𝑛𝑝𝑃 𝑜𝑊 𝑠𝑙 represents the amount of the partial
proof of work of miner l, 𝑛𝑓 𝑃 𝑜𝑊 𝑠𝑙 represents the amount of the complete proof of work of miner l, 𝜑 represents the revenue factor for the
complete proof of work, and 𝜗 represents the revenue factor for the partial proof of work.
𝐶𝑙 =

𝜀𝑙

𝑌𝑙
1
𝑌𝑙 +𝛼

,

(12)

where 𝐶𝑙 represents the mining cost of miner l and 𝛼 represents the mining cost parameter. By considering the history of malicious behaviors of
miners, a study [64] proposed a veriﬁcation process, in which the pool
manager considers the number of historical attacks and the amount of
currency owned by miners as evaluation indices for determining the
credit value. The miner joins the mining pool only if it meets the credit
requirements set by the pool manager, thereby improving the reliability of the miner. Another study [65] proposed a calculation scheme of
the proof of work based on the miners’ credit values to avoid the problem of miners with low credit values rejoining the mining pool using
10
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Fig. 11. Schematic of a 51% attack.

Fig. 12. Schematic of a 51% attack in an IoV environment.

a new identity. The scheme considers the credit value and life cycle of
miners (the time required to join the mining pool), allowing the miner
with a long life cycle to obtain high credit values during the mining
process. Additionally, the pool manager reselects the miners in the mining pool at regular intervals; in other words, the pool manager increases
the number of miners with high credit values and reduces the number of
miners with low credit values in the mining pool. Therefore, the scheme
prevents miners with low credit values from rejoining the mining pool.

blockchain by adjusting the attack intensity of the 51% attack to evaluate the security of the blockchain in diﬀerent scenarios.
Because a 51% attack requires the attacker to employ considerable amounts of computing power to construct a private chain, some
studies have investigated its defense methods [69–72]. Assuming both
legitimate and malicious blockchain branches exist in a network, a
study [69] proposed a protocol of the proof of work based on historical
weighted diﬃculty. In this protocol, when two branches conﬂict, honest miners calculate the historical weighted diﬃculty HWD of diﬀerent
branches based on formula (13) and continue mining on the branch with
a larger HWD than the other branch. Because the attacker who launches
the 51% attack only temporarily transfers its computing power to the
malicious blockchain branch, the miner’s block generation frequency is
relatively small compared to normal conditions. The historical weighted
diﬃculty of the malicious blockchain branch is less than that of the
legitimate blockchain branch; hence, the malicious blockchain branch
cannot become the main chain.

4.2. 51% attack and defense methods
K. Sunny et al. [66] initially proposed the 51% attack and stated that
an attacker shows malicious behavior, such as tampering with transactions and forging blocks, by controlling 51% of the computing power
of the entire network to achieve double spending. As shown in Fig. 11,
after transacting with other nodes, the attacker ﬁrst regenerates a transaction based on the current main chain, making the original transaction
invalid. Then, the attacker mobilizes all its miners to mine blocks that
create a private chain. When the length of the attacker’s private chain
exceeds that of the main chain, the attacker broadcasts his private chain.
Because other miners must obey the principle of mining on the longest
chain, the attacker’s private chain successfully replaces the main chain
to achieve double spending. Because the 51% attack causes serious harm
to the blockchain system, some studies have analyzed its success conditions [67,68]. A model was constructed by considering the inﬂuence of
this attack on the blockchain of the internet of vehicles [67] (Fig. 12).
Assuming the delivery time of a malicious miner is less than or equal
to those of normal miners, the attacker realizes the rapid growth of the
fake chain using malicious miners. Moreover, the corresponding study
considers a block interval k from the beginning of the attack to the success of the attack as the key parameter to measure the success rate of
the 51% attack. Moreover, the inﬂuence of factors, such as the message
transmission time and computing power of the miner, on the 51% attack
was examined. To analyze the attack strength and safety of 51% attacks,
another study [68] proposed a method for simulating a blockchain. In
this method, the actual operation process of the blockchain was simulated using the Java language. This method obtained a relationship
between the number of process attacks and the number of states of the

HW𝐷𝑏 =

sum
∑
𝑔=1

𝑟𝑔 ×

sum
∑
𝑔=1

𝑑𝑔 ,

(13)

where 𝐻𝑊 𝐷𝑏 represents the historically weighted diﬃculty of branch b,
𝑑𝑔 represents the diﬃculty value of block g, 𝑟𝑔 represents the block generation frequency of miner g, and 𝑠𝑢𝑚 represents the number of miners
mining on branch b. Analyzing the selﬁsh mining behavior of the 51%
attack, another study [70] proposed a punishment mechanism, in which
the network increases the number of blocks that the attacker must privately mine by comparing the block number of the current main chain
with the received block number, thus increasing the cost of attacking
considerably. In the literature [71], a method for randomly selecting
mining groups was proposed, where the network uses hash functions
and wallet addresses to group miners. When a block is successfully
mined, the network determines the next group to perform block mining based on its hash value and hash function. In addition, only miners
in the group can participate in the competition for block mining, thus
reducing the probability of a 51% attack. Another study [72] proposed
a hybrid blockchain construction scheme that combined the revenues
obtained from miners with the traditional proof of work, increasing the
diﬃculty of a 51% attack. In this scheme, when a miner successfully
completes mining, other miners calculate the probability of each miner
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Fig. 14. Diagram of a selﬁsh mining attack.

fensive model for pool hopping attacks based on a smart contract. The
model includes three main parts: evaluation, contract signing, and updating. In the evaluation part, the pool manager provides certiﬁcates to
the miners joining the pool, then each certiﬁcate can only be bounded
to one miner address. At the same time, the mining pool manager calculates the miner’s risk value based on the number of pool hopping and the
number of violations on the smart contract in the certiﬁcate. In the contract signing step, the pool manager requires the miners with high-risk
values to deposit a digital currency and prevents miners from leaving
the mining pool without completing block mining. In the updating step,
the pool manager updates the miner’s certiﬁcate based on whether the
miner has completed the block mining task, thus tracking the historical
behavior of the miner and protecting the revenue of the existing miners. When a network encounters a pool hopping attack, the computing
power of the entire network increases considerably. However, the network cannot adjust the diﬃculty value of block mining on time. After
the completion of the pool hopping attack, the diﬃculty value of block
mining is excessively high, inducing the problem of a long wait time
for a block to be successfully mined [74,77]. Considering the above situation, a study [74] proposed a diﬃculty adjustment algorithm based
on the block weight. Using the generation time of the last ﬁve blocks,
the algorithm determines changes in the eﬀective computing power of
the network and adjusts the diﬃculty value of the network on time to
eﬀectively handle the sudden increase in the computing power caused
by a pool hopping attack.

Fig. 13. Diagram of a pool hopping attack.

participating in the block construction using formula (14) based on public information (predeﬁned system parameters and information on the
blockchain). Then, using the probability information of each miner, the
network uses a roulette-type wheel to determine that miner will eventually perform the block construction. When the miner successfully completes the block construction, the network provides it a certain amount
of revenue.
{
𝜉 ⋅ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 + (1 − 𝜉), 𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑜=
,
(14)
𝜉 ⋅ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒,
𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑡 𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
where 𝜉 represents the weight factor 𝜉 ∈ [0, 1] and 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 represents the
proportion of the revenue owned by the miner of the overall revenue of
the miner.
4.3. Pool hopping attack and defense methods
In a pool hopping attack, an attacker selectively switches between
mining pools to increase its revenue [37]. As shown in Fig. 13, the attacker joins the mining pool with the highest revenue after analyzing
the revenues of multiple mining pools. This attack improves the stable
revenue of the attacker and aﬀects the eﬀective computing power in the
mining pool. Therefore, some studies have analyzed factors aﬀecting the
pool hopping attack [73,74]. When Internet of things (IoT) devices join
a mining pool, they are challenged by limited computing power (IoT devices are unable to supervise the behavior of the mining pool manager)
and rights (IoT devices are unable to check the contribution of their
computing powers). Considering this situation, a study [73] proposed
a pool hopping attack method initiated by the mining pool manager.
In this method, when the pool manager determines that the ETH-based
blockchain network can provide higher revenues than other blockchain
networks, it transfers its computing power to the ETH-based blockchain
network. Because the revenue distribution scheme of the miners still
employs the original scheme, the pool manager can obtain additional
revenues. Based on the diﬀerences in the diﬃculty values of various
blockchain networks, another study [74] proposed a pool hopping attack method for diﬀerent blockchain networks. In this method, if the
diﬃculty value of the blockchain network is low, the attacker assigns additional amounts of computing power to block mining. However, when
the diﬃculty value of the network exceeds the threshold value, the attacker withdraws the computing power from the blockchain network on
time to identify other blockchain networks with lower diﬃculty values
than the blockchain network to maximize the attacker’s revenue.
Attackers must perform frequent mining pool switching when
launching pool hopping attacks, enabling a path for the scholarly study
of their defense methods. Considering that the pool manager obtains its
working time based on the change in miners’ revenues, a study [75] proposed a pool jump detection method based on revenue transaction sorting. This method sorts the revenue time of the miners in the mining pool
based on the rounds of block mining. If the same miner is simultaneously
rewarded in multiple mining pools, this method considers that the miner
can launch a pool hopping attack. Another study [76] proposed a de-

4.4. Selﬁsh mining attack and defense methods
In a selﬁsh mining attack, the attacker obtains additional revenues
by continuously broadcasts blocks to the blockchain network [78]. As
shown in Fig. 14, the attacker does not broadcast the block to the
blockchain network even when mining the block ﬁrst. When an honest
miner successfully mines the block, the attacker broadcasts the block to
the blockchain network, causing the current network to fork. If the attacker broadcasts multiple blocks to the blockchain network, additional
revenues are gained when the network forks. Therefore, some studies
have combined factors [79,80], such as the delay time for block propagation, in the mining process to achieve the optimal attack method.
Considering that multiple miners launch selﬁsh mining attacks in the
mining process, a study [79] proposed a blockchain simulator. Because
the block propagation delay is large, the simulator uses the Python language to implement actions performed by each miner under the mining
event (the miner successfully mines the block) and receiving event (the
miner receives the block mined by other miners) to analyze the revenue
when multiple miners launch selﬁsh mining attacks. Assuming that the
miners in a network can accept the bribe from an attacker to lend their
computing power, another work [80] proposed a smart bribery selﬁsh
mining attack strategy. When the attackers’ private chain and the honest miner’s public chain undergo forking, the attacker bribes the miners
to transfer additional amounts of computing power to the private chain
for mining. Furthermore, the attacker decides whether to launch an attack at the current moment using the Markov decision process based on
reinforcement learning to maximize the attacker’s revenue.
Some scholars have investigated the defense mechanism of selﬁsh
mining attacks because it enables an attacker to cause a bifurcation
problem in the current network [81–83]. A study [81] proposed a detec12
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tion mechanism of selﬁsh mining attacks by considering that an attacker
can obtain additional amounts of computing power via bribery when
launching a selﬁsh mining attack. This mechanism sets the expected
recognition height for each transaction by analyzing the transaction size,
sequence number, and block mining costs in the network. Because the
attacker has a large amount of computing power to continuously mine
blocks, a considerable diﬀerence exists between the block height of the
subsequent block and the average expected conﬁrmation height of all
transactions in the previous block. However, honest miners cannot complete continuous block mining; hence, the diﬀerence between the current block height and the average expected conﬁrmed height is small.
Therefore, the proposed mechanism detects selﬁsh mining attacks on
time by analyzing this diﬀerence. Another study [82] proposed a defense
method against selﬁsh mining attacks using unforgeable time stamps. In
this method, when a miner receives the block submitted by an attacker
and an honest miner, the miner only accepts the block with the latest timestamp; otherwise, the miner accepts the latest received block.
Therefore, to ensure the realization of the attack, the attacker must increase the attack computing power. To improve the ability of miners to
handle network bifurcation, a study [83] proposed a new bifurcation solution strategy to alleviate the selﬁsh mining behavior of attackers. The
strategy requires miners to compare the weights of diﬀerent branches
based on the number of published blocks and uncle-blocks and transfer their computing powers to the branch with the highest weight when
encountering network forking. If the weights of diﬀerent branches are
the same, the miner selects them randomly. Therefore, irrespective of
whether the attacker publishes their block, the attacker cannot inﬂuence the choice of miners.

Fig. 15. Diagram of a DDoS attack.

and the proof of work to the pool manager. Based on the received silent
timestamp, the pool manager sorts the proof of work of miners to ensure a time-sensitive submission of the proof of work. Therefore, when
launching the FAW attack, the attacker only opts to discard the block,
i.e., the block withholding attack. Another study [88] proposed an antiblock withholding reward mechanism for block withholding behavior
in the FAW attack process, wherein greater revenues are provided to
miners who show the complete proof of work to eliminate the motivation of attackers to launch FAW attacks.
5. Attack and defense methods of network communication and
smart contracts
5.1. Attack and defense methods of network communication
5.1.1. DDoS attack and defense methods
In a DDoS attack, an attacker launches an attack on the target node
by controlling multiple devices [89]. As shown in Fig. 15, the attacker
ﬁrst understands the network communication of the target node, then
controls the devices to communicate with the target node, and ﬁnally
sends a large amount of false information to the target node using the
devices, making the target node unable to complete the block mining
task. Some studies have focused on the DDoS attack methods for Bitcoin
transactions [90,91]. For example, a study [90] proposed a DDoS attack
strategy for a Bitcoin mining pool (a set of transactions generated in the
network and is unlinked). This attack strategy involves two parts: distribution and attack stages. In the distribution stage, the attacker estimates
the lowest transaction cost in the network and sends the Bitcoin to the
malicious nodes in multiple transactions. In the attack stage, the malicious nodes launch numerous dust transactions (the cost of executing the
transaction is considerably greater than the value of the transaction itself) between each other, yielding a considerably higher transaction generation speed in the network than that on the chain. Owing to the limited
computing power of mining in the network, other legitimate users must
pay additional transaction fees to ensure timely uploading of their transactions. Because cryptocurrency transactions allow many users to buy,
store and sell cryptocurrencies online, many users can easily become
targets for attackers to launch DDoS attacks. A study [91] proposed an
event study method that combines the relationship between the Bitcoin
transaction volume and the change in exchange prices to predict the expected Bitcoin transaction volume when subjected to a DDoS attack and
analyze the impact of DDoS attacks on cryptocurrency transactions.
Because a DDoS attack requires the attacker to control many devices, some studies have investigated its defense methods [92–94]. For
example, a study [92] proposed a distributed intrusion detection scheme
based on fog computing for the DDoS attack of blockchain in IoT devices.
This scheme mainly includes a sensor, fog, and interplanetary ﬁle system
(IPFS) nodes. In this scheme, the sensor nodes eﬃciently collect the surrounding environment data by grouping and send the collected data to
the IPFS nodes. The IPFS nodes distribute the received data based on the
IPFS protocol to eliminate duplicate data as much as possible to ensure
data security. Finally, the fog nodes use the feature selection method

4.5. FAW attack and defense methods
A FAW attack refers to a new attack method that combines block
withholding and selﬁsh mining attacks [84]. It consists of malicious mining, target mining, and other mining pools in the network. Among them,
the malicious mining pool retains some miners for attacking the target
mining pool and some miners for honest mining. If the malicious mining
pool successfully mines a block using an honest miner, it will immediately broadcast the block to the blockchain network and obtain revenue.
If a miner assigned by the malicious mining pool successfully mines a
block in the target pool, whether other mining pools have found the
block must be determined. If other mining pools do not mine the block,
the miner retains the block and does not broadcast; otherwise, the miner
immediately broadcasts the block to the blockchain network, resulting
in network forking. Conclusively, a FAW attack can help the attacker obtain the revenue of a block withholding attack and achieve additional
revenues after network forking. Therefore, some studies have been devoted to optimizing the attack strategy of the FAW attack [85,86]. Because the traditional FAW attack only ﬁxes the computing power distribution of the attacker, the attacker waste excessive amounts of computing power on the target pool with small revenues. A study [85] proposed
a PAW attack based on the FAW attack. If malicious miners assigned by
the malicious mining pool identify the complete proof of work in multiple target mining pools and when the complete proof of work is found
in another pool, they submit the complete proof of work to the pool
manager. Therefore, this strategy induces multiple forks in the network
to maximize the revenue of the attacker. Another study [86] proposed
an improved FAW attack strategy to increase the revenue of the forked
network attributed to the FAW attack. In this strategy, when a miner assigned by a malicious mining pool induces network forking, the miner
immediately shifts from the FAW attack to honest mining. Moreover,
when the next block is successfully mined, the miner adjusts the strategy to the FAW attack.
Because FAW attacks exhibit the hazards of both block withholding
and selﬁsh mining attacks, some studies have investigated their defense
methods [87,88]. In the literature [87], a silent timestamp method was
proposed, where miners randomly send the generated silent timestamp
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Fig. 17. Diagram of an eclipse attack.

Fig. 16. Diagram of a Sybil attack.

calculate the credibility of the network nodes based on the transaction
information and ensure that the authorized agent nodes lost part of the
revenue for the block consensus. Therefore, it is diﬃcult for attackers
to launch a Sybil attack using the agent node. A study [99] proposed a
solution to limit the Sybil attack of an attacker because an attacker uses
a false identity forged by the Sybil attack to improve the propagation
speed of their block and reduce the propagation speed of other users’
blocks. In this solution, each participating node monitors the behavior
of other nodes. Assume that a node only forwards the block of a speciﬁc
user within a period. Then, other nodes believe that the node may launch
a Sybil attack and blacklist the node to defend the Sybil attack from
aﬀecting the block consensus.

based on mutual information to select the appropriate feature as the
detection approach and realize attack detection using a smart contract.
A study [93] proposed a detection method based on hybrid ensemble
learning to improve the generalization performance of detecting DDoS
attacks by considering that a combination of multiple classiﬁers exhibits
better generalization ability than a single classiﬁer. This method applies
diﬀerent ensemble learning algorithms to diﬀerent blockchains. Moreover, for the classiﬁer of the ensemble learning algorithm, this method
integrates diﬀerent lightweight classiﬁers into the same ensemble learning algorithm to improve the DDoS attack detection eﬃciency. Another
study [94] proposed a deep learning-based attack detection method for
DDoS attacks in the Bitcoin network. In this method, the data preprocessing stage involves the use of principal component analysis to extract
features. In the DDoS attack detection stage, this method divides the real
case data of the DDoS attack into training and test datasets. Further, it
obtains the detection model using the neural network multilayer perceptron algorithm on the training set.

5.1.3. Eclipse attack and defense methods
In an eclipse attack, the attacker aﬀecting the synchronization of the
block by controlling the communication of the target node [100]. As
shown in Fig. 17, the attacker ﬁrst aﬀects the communication process
between the target node and the surrounding honest nodes and changes
its communicable list to malicious nodes using the Sybil attack. When
the target node only connects with a malicious node, the attacker can
prevent the target node from achieving the block in the consensus process and further control the eﬀective computing power of the target
node. Therefore, some studies have focused on examining the improved
eclipse attack strategy [101,102]. For example, a study [101] proposed
an improved eclipse attack strategy under the condition of few internet
protocol addresses. In this strategy, the attacker ﬁrst sends an address
message containing a controlled list of IP addresses to the target node.
Then, the target node adds the controlled IP address to its communicable list. Next, the attacker captures valid messages in the network
via network sniﬃng and uses diﬀerent transmission control protocol
ports to connect with the target node. Moreover, the attacker guarantees
the validity of the connection by sending valid messages. In Bitcoin, a
study [102] proposed a TendrilStaller attack strategy to making the target node cannot synchronize with the normal block on time. To increase
the probability of a malicious node joining the target node’s communicable list, the attacker increases the rate at which the malicious node sends
new block information to the target node. Assume that a malicious node
successfully joins the communicable list. Then, the attacker slightly reduces the communication eﬃciency between the malicious and target
nodes so that other malicious nodes can join the communicable list. In
the case of three malicious nodes on the communicable list of the target node, the attacker controls the malicious node to delay sending the
block, thereby aﬀecting the block synchronization of the node.
Because the attacker must control the communication between the
target node and the network to realize the Sybil attack, its defense methods have been proposed [103].

5.1.2. Sybil attack and defense methods
In a Sybil attack, the attacker disguises the identities of multiple
nodes to deceive other nodes [95]. As shown in Fig. 16, when nodes
engage the block consensus protocol, the attacker sends messages to
other nodes by disguising the identities of multiple nodes to obtain the
connection status of the blockchain network and mislead the routing
of other nodes. Finally, when the number of nodes disguised by the attacker reaches a certain level, the consensus result of the block may be
directly aﬀected. Some studies have focused on an improved Sybil attack
strategy [96]. A study [96] proposed an improved Sybil attack strategy
by combining Sybil and 51% attacks to improve the probability of attackers achieving double spending. This strategy assumes that the Bitcoin network has a certain delay when synchronizing blocks. Therefore,
the attacker uses numerous false identities to communicate with other
nodes. Consequently, other nodes use considerable time and computation resources on communication and fail to obtain the current block
information from other honest nodes on time. Therefore, the attacker
uses this strategy to decelerate the growth rate of blocks on the main
chain.
Because attackers must forge many false identities to achieve the
Sybil attack, some studies have propagated its defense methods [97–
99]. For example, a study [97] proposed a credit-based block consensus
protocol that reduces the impact of a Sybil attack on the block consensus.
This protocol ranks each node in descending order based on its credit
score and ensures that the node with the highest number is selected
to join the committee responsible for block consensus. If the committee
successfully completes the current block consensus, the network slightly
increases the credit values of all nodes in the committee; otherwise,
it considerably reduces the credit values of all nodes. Therefore, this
protocol can retain the credit values of malicious nodes at a low level.
Another study [98] proposed a NetFlow algorithm to resist Sybil attacks.
When the algorithm selects agent nodes for block consensus, it must

1. Deterministic random eviction: The target node deletes some nodes
based on the total number of nodes in the communicable list, thereby
maintaining the dynamic change in the communicable list.
2. Random selection: The target node establishes a communicable list
by randomly selecting surrounding nodes; hence, the attacker requires additional malicious nodes to achieve the eclipse attack.
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3. Test before eviction: When updating the communicable list, the target node performs a test on the original node to ensure that the number of malicious nodes in the communicable list does not continue
to increase.

conforms to the behavioral norms of the stakeholders to detect reentrancy attack vulnerabilities.
5.2.2. Other attack and defense methods
An overﬂow attack occurs when an attacker sends wrong transaction
information to the smart contract, inducing an error in the calculation
of the revenue of the attacker in a smart contract [111]. Smart contracts
are written using a bounded integer type. Therefore, the attacker sends
the wrong transaction information, with the transaction value close to
the bounded integer type. The smart contract overﬂows (the calculation
result exceeds the upper bound) or underﬂows (the calculation result is
lower than the lower bound) when calculating the attacker’s revenue. In
a short address attack, an attacker omits the last parameter of the transaction address, inducing errors in the smart contract during the transfer
process [112]. Assume that a smart contract identiﬁes that the length
of a transaction address cannot meet the speciﬁed requirements during
the transfer process. Then, it considers the corresponding length from
the transfer amount and adds the corresponding length “0” to the right
side of the transfer amount as a supplement. Therefore, the attacker can
deliberately increase the transfer amount by omitting the last parameter
of the transaction address.
A study [113] proposed an improved smart contract vulnerability
detector using machine learning and dynamic fuzzy to handle various
attack strategies by considering that an attacker realizes an attack using
the vulnerability of smart contracts. This detector involves a vulnerability analyzer and a dynamic fuzzier. First, the network compiles the
smart contract into an opcode and veriﬁes it using the classiﬁer of the
vulnerability analyzer. Then the network performs outlier analysis on it
using the dynamic fuzzier to improve the detection ability of unknown
vulnerabilities. Another study [114] used a model checking method to
explore all possible implementations that lead to security vulnerabilities to prevent malicious attacks. This method establishes all possible
execution ﬁnite-state transition systems based on the actions performed
by the smart contract and the labels used to indicate the execution results. Then, it analyzes the potential vulnerabilities according to security
requirements.

A study [104] proposed a new dynamic network conﬁguration protocol for depending against solar eclipse attacks. The protocol includes
preprocessing, connection maintenance, and replacement node selection modules. In the preprocessing module, the network selects some
nodes to form a high-level dynamic network and the remaining nodes
form a low-level dynamic network. Furthermore, the nodes of the lowlevel dynamic network connect with those of the high-level dynamic
network. In the replacement node selection module, the nodes of the
high-level dynamic network must select a replacement node for updating the network before rebuilding the high-level dynamic network.
The connection maintenance module retains the connection between
the nodes of the low-level dynamic network and those of the high-level
dynamic network when updating the high-level dynamic network. Another study [105] proposed a method for detecting eclipse attacks using
a random forest classiﬁcation algorithm. This method collects data under normal conditions and eclipse attacks and divides them into training and test datasets. Then, it uses the calculating information entropy
method for extracting the features of the dataset and training the classiﬁer using the random forest classiﬁcation algorithm and the features
of the dataset.

5.2. Attack and defense methods of smart contracts
5.2.1. Reentrancy attack and defense methods
In a reentrancy attack, an attacker obtains a large amount of revenue by recursively employing the vulnerability function of a smart
contract [106]. In other words, when the target contract has gained
a large amount of revenue on the blockchain, the attacker obtains all
the revenue of the target contract by recursively adopting the vulnerability function of the target contract using a malicious contract. Some
factors aﬀecting reentrancy attacks have been studied. For example, a
study [107] comprehensively analyzed the reentrancy attack and subsequent solutions of the DAO smart contract and proposed two paradoxes
of hackers using the propositional logic that employs the vulnerabilities
of smart contracts to steal the funds of DAO and the project developers
should freeze the hackers’ accounts. The two paradoxes are reminding
us that we must pay attention to the security of smart contracts.
A reentrancy attack requires an attacker to identify vulnerabilities
in recursive functions in smart contracts. Hence, studies on its defense
mechanisms are essential. In the paper [108], a framework that combines static and dynamic analyses was proposed for the application binary interface coding generated using smart contracts to improve the
detection eﬃciency of reentrancy attack vulnerabilities. First, the framework uses static analysis to identify vulnerable functions in smart contracts. Then, the network generates a related attacker contract using the
static analysis and simulates the attack scenario based on the interaction
between the attacker and related contracts to dynamically detect the
reentrancy attack vulnerability. A study [109] proposed the Reguard,
a fuzzing-based analyzer to detect reentrancy attack vulnerabilities in
the blockchain. This method uses fuzzy-based technology to randomly
generate diﬀerent transactions as a test set. For a smart contract handling the test set, this method launches a reentrancy attack on some
transactions to detect potential reentrancy attack vulnerabilities. Moreover, another study [110] proposed a method for establishing a Nusmv
model by considering the reentrancy attack of ETH to ensure that the
implementation of smart contracts meets standard requirements. This
method includes the kernel layer for analyzing the blockchain behavior,
application layer for implementing smart contracts, and framework environment layer for implementing the execution environment of smart
contracts. Therefore, the method veriﬁes whether the smart contract

6. Attack and defense methods of privacy thefts
Because blockchain is open and transparent, attackers track the
transaction process using data mining to obtain privacy information of
users. Therefore, on the issue of blockchain privacy, traders’ user and
transaction information are at a theft risk owing to privacy theft attacks.
These attacks include identity privacy and transaction information attacks.
6.1. Attack methods
6.1.1. Identity privacy attack
In an identity privacy attack, an attacker obtains user privacy information using the connection between the trader’s address on the chain
and the user’s real identity. The attacker infers a user’s identity by monitoring public data in the global ledger and analyzes related transactions
between addresses. Presently, common identity privacy attack mainly
includes the key, replay, and impersonation attacks.
• Key attack: It occurs when an attacker illegally obtains a private
key. Key attacks are performed using software and physical methods.
In software methods, an attacker uses speciﬁc malicious software
to obtain private key data from a cryptographic software system to
steal the user’s privacy information. In physical methods, an attacker
directly steals the connection between the user’s real identity and the
trader’s address on the chain and obtains the privacy information of
the transaction participants using the transaction associated graph.
• Replay attack: It occurs when an attacker intercepts the user’s transaction data and sends a packet received by the destination host,
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thereby damaging the authentication of the user identity. Because
the blockchain generates a private key during the signing process,
an attacker combines the private key information to launch a replay
attack [115], thus aﬀecting the signing process of the blockchain.
• Impersonation attack: It occurs when the attacker pretends to be a
legitimate user to perform unauthorized operations. In the transaction process, an attacker impersonates both parties of the transaction
and simulates the exchange to steal privacy information. Once an attacker successfully fakes the identity of legitimate users, the user’s
privacy information is greatly threatened.

the anonymized list. 4. The attacker monitors the transaction information sent by the client using other nodes and obtains the relevant
information of the transaction sender based on the data transmitted
by the client.
6.2. Defense methods
6.2.1. Mixcoin protocol
D. L. Chaum initially proposed the Mixcoin protocol [122]. In this
protocol, because the network integrates a large number of users’ transactions into a single transaction, attackers are unable to determine the
mapping pair of each user in the input and output. Thus, determining the
connection between the input and output to address the privacy-tracking
problem is impossible. Based on the Bitcoin mixing protocol Mixcoin,
the paper [123] hides the input address and output address of any user
in the mixing server by using a blind signature scheme and optimizing
the public log. Some scholars apply the currency mixing mechanism to
the ﬁeld of blockchain security. Some studies have applied the currency
Mixcoin protocol to blockchain security. A study [124] proposed a safe
and eﬃcient Bitcoin mixer Obscuro. By ensuring the consistency and
integrity of the code and data, the mixer realizes the correct mixing
operation and the protection of sensitive data in a trusted execution environment to exclude coin thefts and address link attacks of malicious
service providers. In another study [125], a digital currency DashCoin
based on the Bitcoin code was proposed. This digital currency uses the
coin mixing mechanism. Moreover, it builds a two-layer network comprising a master node and miners to realize the Mixcoin protocol. In the
ﬁrst layer of the network, miners use mining methods for network security protection. In the second layer of the network, networks bundle
transactions in a mix and send them when multiple funds are combined
to achieve privacy protection.
Although the Mixcoin protocol reduces the attack risk of privacy
tracking and defends users’ privacy, it allows illegal personnel to conduct money laundering. A study [126] proposed a detection method
based on the Mixcoin protocol to detect transactions that involve moneylaundering schemes in a timely manner. This method decomposes the
transaction into multiple subtransactions and analyzes the input and
output of the transaction. Then, it determines the probability of multiple inputs or outputs belonging to the same transaction. Therefore,
this method can track money-laundering transactions using the Mixcoin protocol to determine whether relevant users participate in moneylaundering transactions.

Another signiﬁcant attack that has been extensively studied is the
identity privacy attack. This attack focuses on disclosing the user’s identity. A study [116] proposed a modular framework to obtain users’ identity by considering a large amount of open and transparent information
on the blockchain. This framework analyzes the transaction information on the blockchain and classiﬁes the addresses that may belong to
the same user in a cluster. Then, it attaches an identity to the user using
tags and tracks their transaction liquidity. Finally, it obtains the connection between the trader’s address on the chain and the user’s identity.
Another study [117] proposed a method for determining the relationship between the Bitcoin address and the IP address of its owner by
considering the anonymous nature of Bitcoin exchanges. According to
the transaction behavior of a single trader, this method deletes the transaction behavior jointly initiated by multiple traders in the trading information to ﬁnd potential owners. Finally, by combining the frequency of
each Bitcoin address in each IP address, this method calculates the relationship value between the Bitcoin address and the potential owner and
determines the owner of the Bitcoin address based on this relationship
value.
6.1.2. Transaction information attack
Transaction information attack means that the attacker uses the
transaction diagram to analyze its potential information and obtain the
user’s transaction privacy. For example, although transaction information is disclosed anonymously, using this attack, the attacker can still
download all the transaction history of the Bitcoin and analyze the user’s
associated transaction graph to obtain information on the type and operation behaviors of the user [118]. This attack includes privacy tracking,
false data, and information leakage.
• Privacy tracking: After obtaining the user’ information, an attacker
traces the associated transactions and users based on the transaction
relationship graph. A study [119] proposed an improved privacytracking method for the Bitcoin system. In this method, the attacker
extracts a group of addresses from the public log on the chain and
obtains the user’s privacy information using a clustering algorithm.
• False data: Another study [120] pointed out that the attacker links
to diﬀerent data fragments of the same anonymous user, that is, the
user’s public key. If users are deanonymized, their information can
be disclosed and falsiﬁed, in addition to displacing and impersonating users to perform false transactions.
• Information leakage: In the blockchain, users can use their public
and private transactions; however, all transaction values and the remaining amount of each public key are publicly visible. Therefore,
the disclosure of the user’s information cannot be avoided. An earlier study [121] proposed a de-anonymization attack method that
associates the pseudonym of the Bitcoin user behind the network
address translation with the public IP address of the host generating the transaction, so as to obtain the information of the user who
performed the transaction. This attack method involves four steps.
1. The attacker obtains a list of servers using a message query. 2.
Based on the address information in the network and the list of
servers, the attacker creates an anonymous list comprising attack
targets. 3. The attacker uses other nodes to uniquely identify the
client (i.e., network address translation or peer behind a ﬁrewall) in

6.2.2. Zero-knowledge proof
The zero-knowledge proof was proposed by S. Goldwasser
et al. [127]. The zero-knowledge proof implies that a veriﬁer completes the conﬁrmation of transaction information without providing
any valid information. Therefore, it improves the user’s privacy protection and solves the problem of information leakage. The zero-knowledge
proof involves interactive and noninteractive categories. Because a noninteractive zero-knowledge proof does not require an interactive process and avoids the possibility of attacker collusion, it is widely used in
blockchain [128]. Some studies have applied the zero-knowledge proof
to blockchain security. For example, a study [129] proposed a program
for protecting the user’s data privacy using the zero-knowledge proof to
process the user’s original data. After the network completes the zeroknowledge proof, a smart contract monitors the user’s data. Based on
monitored data deviations, the program veriﬁes the user’s behavior and
determines whether the relevant data are being tampered with. Another
study [130] used the zero-knowledge proof to propose a digital currency Zerocoin by considering that the realization of the Mixcoin protocol requires the user’s complete trust. Zerocoin uses the Zerocoin protocol to break the connection between individual Bitcoin transactions,
thereby preventing the disclosure of the relevant address information
of both parties in the transaction. Based on this study [130], another
study [131] proposed a digital currency Zcash to improve the privacy
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and anonymity of transactions. The combination of digital currency and
zero-knowledge proof technology zk-SNARK enables the sender to prove
their corresponding assets using mathematics, ensuring that only the
user with the view key assesses the transaction information. Then, it
encrypts the end result to hide the parties and amounts on the transaction records and allows miners to verify transactions, even when the
exact details of the transaction are unknown. In an earlier study [132],
a digital currency super zero coin was proposed. This digital currency
uses a noninteractive zero-knowledge proof mechanism to increase the
encryption speed of individual transactions and ensure the processing
speed of anonymous transactions.

cation and smart contracts, and privacy thefts, respectively. However,
the rapid development of the blockchain technology and its applications
has been associated with several emerging issues that need to be further
studied. Therefore, we discuss future research directions for blockchain
security and privacy.
• Mining attack and defense methods of mining pool:
By analyzing the mining protocol vulnerability, the attack of the mining pool is performed using diﬀerent attack methods to improve the
attacker’s revenues. However, the following problems exist in the
attack of the mining pool. (1) A block withholding attack requires
the attacker to reasonably allocate the computing power. (2) A 51%
attack requires the attacker to control 51% of the computing power
of the network. (3) A pool hopping attack requires improved network conditions. (4) A selﬁsh mining attack requires the attacker
to have some amounts of computing power and improved network
conditions. Therefore, based on the advantages of diﬀerent attack
strategies, we integrate multiple attack methods, such as the block
withholding, 51%, pool hopping, and selﬁsh mining attacks, to study
the fusion of multiple attack methods of the mining pool. This attack
method switches among attack methods or forms a new type of attack method based on the current attack conditions to improve the
attack eﬃciency of the attackers.
The defense method for the attacks of the mining pools is mainly performed by analyzing the attack modes and attack purposes to reduce
the frequency of attacks. However, the following problems are still
evident in the defense methods of the mining pool. (1) The revenue
adjustment distribution method only reduces the revenue of malicious miners. (2) The mining protocol adjustment method only increases the attack diﬃculty of malicious miners. (3) The credit mechanism establishment method fails to comprehensively analyze the
behavior of malicious miners. Therefore, when studying the methods for depending attacks on mining pools, we calculate the miner’s
credit value using the miner’s reporting status of the proof of work,
oﬄine rate, and other characteristics in the mining process and study
defense methods based on the miners’ mining behavior. This method
realizes the distribution of malicious miners in the mining pool and
ensures the eﬃciency of block mining and the revenues of honest
miners.
• Attack and defense methods of network communication:
Interfering with the normal communication of nodes aﬀects the
block consensus process and obtains large revenues. However, the
present study on network communication attacks is challenged by
the insuﬃciently comprehensive established attack model. In the actual attack process, malicious nodes can obtain information such as
the node communication delay, revenue distribution scheme of the
mining pool, and attack costs. Therefore, when studying the attack
strategy of network communication, we integrate the above factors
to improve the practicability of the attack strategy.
The defense method of a network communication attack is mainly
based on the extraction of a large number of communication data
characteristics between nodes to assess whether the network is attacked. Because the data characteristic calculation method analyzes
the entire network communication situation and cannot comprehensively evaluate the communication situation of a single node, detecting malicious nodes launching the network communication attack is diﬃcult. Therefore, we can introduce machine learning to
further improve the data feature calculation method and study new
defense methods of a network communication attack to detect malicious nodes launching attacks.
• Attack and defense methods of smart contract:
Smart contract attacks use diﬀerent attack strategies by studying the
code vulnerability of smart contracts to improve the attacker’s revenue. However, owing to the limited storage space of the blockchain,
the smart contract stores a part of the data outside the chain, reducing the storage capacity of the on-chain data. However, it does not

6.2.3. Ring signature
R. L. Rivest et al. proposed the ring signature [133], which indicates a network that allows a ring member to sign other members using
its own private key and the public key of other members. The veriﬁer
cannot determine the actual signer; however, they can conﬁrm that the
signer is in the ring. Such a method satisﬁes the complete anonymity
of the signer and solves the problem of identity attacks in the signing
process. In the ring signature, any user randomly selects a set of signers. The signer uses their private key and the public key of other users
to sign any message without the approval or help of other users. The
ring signature has been applied to blockchain security. For example, a
study [134] proposed a certiﬁcateless key protocol based on pairing using the ring signature. In the ﬁrst phase of communication, this protocol
generates a session key that enables a user to save and use sensitive data.
In the second phase, the protocol uses the certiﬁcateless ring signature
to verify the user’s identity, thus reducing computational costs while
maintaining the user’s anonymity. In an earlier study [135], a ring signature scheme based on an elliptic curve algorithm was proposed. This
scheme uses the complete anonymity of ring signatures to construct a
privacy data storage protocol and ensure the privacy of data and user’s
identity in blockchain applications. Because the public key infrastructure (PKI) model uses registration keys for ring signatures, the security
of the existing signature and the privacy of user’s identity is not guaranteed once an attacker obtains the registration keys. Considering the
above situation, as study [136] proposed a strong forward secure ring
signature scheme based on the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman algorithm. This
method ensures anonymity and provides forward and backward securities to the signer. Forward security ensures that although the attackers
obtain the user’s current key, they cannot calculate the key of the previous stage. Similarly, backward security ensures that even if the attacker
obtains the user’s current key, they cannot calculate the user’s key at a
later stage. This method divides the signature cycle into several periods
and updates the user’s private key in stages. Therefore, even if the attacker obtains the user’s private key at the current moment, it cannot
achieve the private key of the previous stage or calculate the later moment, thus realizing the strong forward secure ring signature scheme. In
another study [137], a digital currency Monero was proposed based on
the ring signature technology. This digital currency allows the transaction sender to join a transaction group and perform ring signatures as
a transaction group instead of a single user. Finally, the veriﬁer proves
the legitimacy of the transaction group. Because the ring signature of
the transaction group contains multiple signatures, the attacker cannot
determine which signature is sent by the real trader, thus concealing
the sender’s identity in a real transaction. Based on this study [137],
another study [138] proposed an improved protocol that requires other
users to determine whether the ring signature of the transaction satisﬁes
the relevant conditions when forwarding the transaction information to
improve the reliability of the transaction.
7. Future research direction
In Section 4, Section 5, and Section 6, we combine the proposed attack classiﬁcation system to conduct in-depth investigations on the mining attack and defense methods of the mining pool, network communi17
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8. Conclusion

guarantee the malicious tampering of the oﬀ-chain data. Therefore,
we can study a new attack strategy of the smart contract using the
security vulnerabilities of the oﬀ-chain data to increase the attack
mode of attackers.
The defense method of a smart contract attack mainly detects
whether there are similar vulnerabilities in the smart contracts based
on the characteristics of the vulnerability, thereby reducing the probability of malicious attacks. However, this method must establish
multiple models to learn sample characteristics or conduct dynamic
tests by simulating attack scenarios during the implementation process to reduce the detection eﬃciency of vulnerabilities to a certain
extent. Therefore, we can study a new defense method of smart contract attacks that reduces the time complexity and improves the detection eﬃciency of vulnerabilities.
• Attack and defense methods of privacy thefts:
To obtain the privacy information of the transaction user on the
chain, a privacy theft attack studies the link between the trader’s address on the chain and the user’s real identity using machine learning
methods, such as IP clustering and the address clustering of transaction data. With an increase in the forking phenomenon and the number of exchanges in the blockchain network, attacking the forked
chains or transactions to steal privacy is predominant. For example, in SushiSwap, the attacker obtains revenue by operating the exchange price of the trading pair. Therefore, we can study new privacy
theft attack strategies using vulnerabilities of exchanges and forked
chains to strengthen the new attack methods.
The defense methods of a privacy theft attack mainly combine cryptographic algorithms to enhance the anonymity of blockchain to
block the attack or increase the attack cost. However, the current
methods face the following problems. (1) For the Mixcoin protocol,
the attacker analyzes the anonymous transaction set of the mixedcurrency protocol and can determine that it is associated with the
transaction address. (2) The zero-knowledge proof technology requires long computational times to generate proof and consumes
considerable computational resources, aﬀecting the throughput of
transactions. (3) Because the ring signature randomly selects a certain number of users to sign the transaction, the attack resistance of
the anonymous set is insuﬃcient. Therefore, we can study the new
defense method of privacy theft attacks using big data analysis and
cryptography technology to realize the encryption scheme with improved eﬃciency and performance.
• Application of attack and defense methods in diﬀerent scenarios:
Blockchain applications in smart ﬁnance, smart home, smart medical care, smart transportation, and other ﬁelds have become a future development trend. However, diﬀerent application scenarios
have diﬀerent characteristics. For example, in smart homes, a central gateway with good performance usually functions as the mining pool manager of the blockchain. Moreover, several IoT devices
with limited computing power are the miners performing block
mining. In intelligent transportation, the vehicle nodes responsible for block mining often move quickly in an area. However, the
roadside base station, which is the mining pool manager, is always static. In smart medicine, the network provides the medical
institution with diﬀerent consensus rights based on the level of
the medical institution; hence, a medical institution with a higher
level exhibits more mining power. In the process of realizing the
multidomain applications of blockchain, problems, such as the inconsistent performance of node devices, inconsistent mobility of
nodes, and diﬀerent right scope of nodes, exist. Therefore, we must
further improve or study new attack and defense methods of the
blockchain under diﬀerent application scenarios to expand the practicability and applicability of the methods and maximize the value of
blockchain.

This work comprehensively reviews the attack and defense methods of the blockchain in the state-of-arts to provide a bird-view of the
security and privacy issues on blockchain. First, we introduce the characteristics, structure, workﬂow, and classiﬁcation of the blockchain. Afterward, we introduce the basic knowledge of game theory, cryptography, and reinforcement learning. Then, we propose a blockchain attack classiﬁcation system to categorize the blockchain security and privacy issues. Furthermore, we discuss the attack and defense methods
for blockchain security and privacy issues from three categories, namely,
(1) the attack and defense methods of the mining pool for blockchain security issues, such as the block withholding, 51%, pool hopping, selﬁsh
mining, and FAW attacks, in the attack type of consensus excitation ; (2)
the attack and defense methods of network communication and smart
contracts for blockchain security issues, such as the DDoS, Sybil, eclipse,
and re-entry attacks, in the attack type of middle protocol; and (3) the
attack and defense methods of privacy thefts for blockchain privacy issues, such as identity privacy and transaction information attacks, in the
attack type of application service. Finally, we point out the most promising future research directions for blockchain security and privacy.
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